
 

 

 

 
“When in Rome, do as the Romans do!” 
 
St. Ambrose’s ancient proverb still holds true when it comes to modern, cross border 
businesses. When engaging in business transactions abroad, it is essential to know  the 
business practices and business ethics of your foreign partners. The same applies within 
the European Union – one might think that Middle- and Northern European countries are 
alike, or that if you succeed in one country you may apply the same approach in 
neighboring countries to the same success – but each and every country still has its own 
culture and unique business practices. Therefore, do your research and be prepared!  
 
Among European countries, the cultural differences might be more obvious when 
comparing Southern European countries like Italy, Greece or Spain with Northern 
Countries like Denmark, Sweden or Finland. But even a French or German company will 
be surprised by the differences when doing business in Denmark, where my law firm is 
located.  
 
In March 2011, I opened LEAD. Legal Advice Denmark, a new law firm based in 
Copenhagen.  LEAD specializes in advising  foreign companies who are doing business in 
Denmark or cross-border business with Denmark. My colleagues and I all have 
international backgrounds, where we learned other languages and were immersed in other 
cultures. This gives LEAD a great advantage; our staff is equipped to counsel clients in 
their native languages and provide cultural insights into their business transactions. 
 



 

When conducting business in Denmark, you will not even be able to begin  negotiations 
without first understanding the cultural context. For example,  
during negotiations Danes are very direct and seek open dialogue. Keeping information 
from your Danish partner on purpose or trying to “play it smart” by manipulatively 
withholding information is  not tolerated -- it will stop a negotiation immediately.   
 
The meeting culture in Denmark is consensus seeking -- discussions (not confrontations) 
are very welcome, and everyone may speak and have an opinion that actually counts. In 
Denmark, decisions are made during the meetings. This might be seen as strange to many 
countries where decisions are made by the top management and meetings are used only to 
inform others of decisions that have already been made.    
 
You should also know that Danes (as the rest of the Scandinavians) appreciate 
punctuality. If you agree to meet at 8:00 a.m., you meet at 8:00 a.m. – not earlier and not 
later. Being late is an expression of impoliteness and lack of interest. You can also be sure 
that, in the normal course of business, meetings will end on time.  
 
Because Nordic countries are the highest consumers of coffee,  you can expect to join Danes 
in coffee breaks, where meeting discussions may continue between various members of the 
group.  
 
These are only a few examples of things – not rotten – but different in Denmark. And the 
same number of examples exist for every other member country of the European Union.  
 
Working in a cross-border environment requires much more than legal advice. As lawyers, 
we must not forget the intercultural components of doing business across borders. We must 
counsel our clients on the local and national laws and highlight differences between legal 
systems. If we fail to do this, there is no way we can advise our clients on the best possible 
business practices.  
 

- Alexandra Huber,  
LL.M. 2006 

In March 2011, Alexandra Huber opened LEAD. Legal Advice Denmark. She is Austrian, but 
has been living in Denmark for over 10 years.  
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